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ADR Process Design

Using the Guided Choice Process to Reduce the Cost of
Resolving Disputes
BY PAUL M. LURIE

THE CURRENT SITUATION IS

UNACCEPTABLE TO BUSINESS

Existing methods of resolving construction

industry disputes using courts and arbitra

tion are often regarded as loo expen

sive and too time consuming. This

excessive expense affects profits of

project participants and increases

the risk of higher insurance pre

miums and the self-insured expense

for companies with large deductibles
and retentions. The same problems exist

both in the United States and in other inter

national arenas.

While most commercial cases settle

before judgment or award, these settlements

often occur late in the litigation or arbitra
tion process. Earlier settlements that avoid

excessive delay and expense are the best way

to achieve acceptable results and reduce the

cost of dispute resolution in the construc

tion industry. However, traditional media-

lion and arbitration do not focus on the
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cost and aggravation-saving advantages of

early settlements. Arbitrators often do not

encourage settlement in a meaningful way.

Traditional mediation often terminates over

impasse issues, and the involvement of

the mediator ends.

The Guided Choice system rec

ognizes that not all disputes can

be settled without some formal or

informal information exchange pro

cess. When a party believes it lacks

oiitcomc-dclerminaiive information, this

often results in a rejection of mediation as

being "loo early." Under Guided Choice, when

it is apparent that information is necessary for

position change but not voluntarily available

to break impasse, the Guided Choice media

tor facilitates the customization of arbitration,

litigation or dispute review board processes

focused on the impasse issues, which require

more informaiion—or even decisions.

Unlike traditional mediation, the Guided

Choice mediator continues to be involved only

in settlement discussions, oven while the par

ties engage in these other processes.

SOME PROBLEMS WITH

ARBITRATION

As Professor Thomas }. Slipanowich has noted

in bis many writings (.see box), arbitration has

the potential to achieve quicker and less expen

sive binding results than court-based legal

systems. But recently arbitration has acceded

to the desire of litigators for expensive adver

sarial discovery and motion practice, including

e-discovery issues. Because of this expense,

standard onc-size-fits-all arbitration, based on

well-known rules of procedure, has started to

fall out of favor with respected critics in the

United Slates and internationally.

The legal profession generally sees arbitra

tion as an alternative to a court proceeding:

they do not see customized arbitration as a

method to develop informaiion that can affect

settlement positions and break impasses.

SOME PROBLEMS WITH

TRADITIONAL MEDIATION

Mediation has the potential to signlficanlly

reduce the cost and time for settling com

mercial and construction disputes. Most com

mercial disputes are settled and do not go to

judgment or arbitration award, and many of

the widely used published standard construc

tion industry contracts require mediation as a

precondition to litigation or arbitration. Also,

procedural court rules Increasingly require

mediation. Still, the concept of mediation as a

flexible process is often misunderstood. John

Bickerman, former chair of the ADR Section of

the American Bar Association (ABA), recently

wrote: "There is no clarity in what mediators

do, and so (mediation users) have no idea what

style of mediation they are buying and whether

it is what they want for their dispute. In the

past, some in the field have tried to define

mediation as one style and ban the rest. All of

the models of mediation have merit in the right

circumstances" (see box).

As presently used, the mediation pro

cess does not realize its potential to promote

early settlements that reduce costs and delay.

Instead, mediation is frequently seen as a tool

to be used close to trial or an arbilralion hear

ing as a hedge against an unfavorable judgment

or award.

WHY DOESN'T MEDIATION ACHIEVE

EARLIER SETTLEMENTS?

Failure to consider non-legal factors in a settle

ment

The negotiations during a traditional media

tion process focus on the risk of winning or
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losing and the relalcd costs. Many users and
mediators view "mediation" as the dale on

which the panics meet to attempt a negoti

ated settlement (which is referred to here as

the "negotiation event"). The reasons that

mediations fail to produce settlements at

the time of a negotiation event, especially if
it occurs early in a dispute, arc more com

plicated than just undertaking a probability

analysis of winning and losing issues. Besides

legal and factual disputes, the factors include
issues of personality, risk tolerance and cor

porate culture. They also include the parties'
wish to avoid a perception that they lost based

on their acceptance of a settlement proposal.

That perception of loss is often based on
erroneous predictions of outcomes by lawyers

and experts. The seminal work substantiating

lawyers as poor predictors of outcome is by

psychologists Jane Goodman-Delahunty, Par

Granhag, Maria Hartwigand Plizabeth l.oftus
(see box). Traditionally, these obstacles to

settlement are not identified until after settle

ment negotiations begin, and they can result
in an impasse that may be fatal to the process.

The Guided Choice process identihes these

factors confidentially, pre-negotiation, so that

a mediation process can be designed to over

come potential impasses.

Expanding cost versus ultimate information
In order for parties to change their settlement

positions, they need information to evaluate
their chances of success or failure and change

their perceptions of fairness before a court

or arbitrator. Lawyers generally assume that

the best way to gather that information is to

prepare their case for trial or hearing rather
than for settlement. As noted recently during

an exchange on the IBA Lislserv, "we start off
knowing 80-90% of the facts; we then spend
80-90% of the costs trying to find the other
10-20%—and then learn nothing really impor

tant," The Guided Choice mediator convinces

the parlies and their lawyers that information-
gathering for settlement should be different
from information gathering for trial or arbi

tration. This role of the mediator to convince

the parties of the best settlement process can

be described as being a "nudge." According

to Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein, this is a

different role than the traditional role of help

ing the parties reach a substantive settlement
(see box).

As recently pointed out by US District

Court Judge i'atrick J. Walsh, "[Ijawyers still
conduct pre-trial as if their cases are going to

trial; I think ;hat is a mistake. . . . Less than

one percent of the civil cases that could go

to trial actually do. . . . [Tlhe scorched-earth

practice many lawyers employ, attempting to

discover "everything" without regard to cost

and aggressively litigating when production is
not forthcoming, seems inconsistent with the
goals of the civil rules—the just, speedy, and
inexpensive resolution of the case—and what
one assumes is the client's goal: obtaining the

best possible result for the least amount of
money" (see box).

While lawyers seek "perfect knowledge"

with legal discovery, in the world of commerce,
people make tlecisions about business matters,
including settlements, with much less informa
tion than would make a trial lawyer comfort

able. As Malcolm Gladwell wrote in "Blink,"

"lljf we are to learn to improve the quality

of the decisions we make, we need to accept

the mysterious nature of our snap judgments.
We need to respect the fact that it is possible
to know without knowing why we know and

accept that—sometimes—we're belter off that
way" (see boxi. The different ways the human
brain makes decisions have been summarized

in the important work of Daniel Kahneman in
his book, "Thinking Fast & Slow" (see box),

which should be required reading for every

mediator and advocate.

The Guided Choice process recognizes that

previously unknown or understood informa
tion is critical to settlement positions. Guided

Choice mediators must convince the parties

that a cooperative method of information
exchange is better than the use of a court or
arbitration-ba.sed adversarial system. Guided

Choice mediators know how to show the

parties that they have a common interest in
an efficient and timely exchange of outcome-
determinative information that is perceived as

truly reliable. These objectives can be achieved
in Guided Choice mediation even If the parties

prefer to use the formality of pre-hearing arbi
tration or court procedure to "make a record."

HOW GUIDED CHOICE WORKS TO

ACHIEVE EARLY SETTLEMENT

Before encouraging direct negotiations, the
Guided Choice mediator investigates and

diagnoses the reasons that the parties have
been unable to settle. Mediation confiden

tiality (Uniform Mediation Act (US) (UMA
s 4(b)) affords mediators a unique ability to

investigate (Biihring-Uhle, et ah, see box).
Many traditional mediators ask for pre-medi-
ation briefs that discuss legal and factual
issues. The Guided Choice mediator also

analyzes the psychological and social science

factors affecting the decision makers. The

Guided Choice mediator understands the

importance of information exchange to settle
ment positions. He or she also understands
the relevance or not of electronically stored

information. Based on this diagnosis, the

mediator then suggests a process designed to

overcome the impediments to settlement of
the dispute.

At the early stages of litigation, lawyers

and their experts may give clients unrealis
tic evaluations of the cost, time and prob

able outcome of the litigation. Some decision

makers may fear how settlement is perceived

within their organization. Other decision

makers may have cultural elements in play.
For example, face saving may be cultur
ally important. Some positions arc based on
expert evaluations. Business and governmen
tal units have formal or informal rules about

how their representatives should negotiate.

This is especially true for insurance compa

nies. In addition, some negotiators have more

"clout" or are more sophisticated and experi

enced than others.

The Guided Choice mediator investigates

these factors and develops a diagnosis as to

why the dispute has not yet settled. The diag
nosis then becomes the basis for the treatment

plan or design process. Too often in traditional
mediation practice, the mediator discovers

the factors influencing settlement during the

negotiation process, when it is difficult to
overcome them.

The author has previously addressed (see

box) the research showing that process design

is the most important factor in successful out
comes. How the mediation process is designed

may therefore be the most important predictor
of a successful settlement. The process must be

perceived as useful to both parties' interests;
otherwise it will be terminated. But frequently

mediators give little thought to process design,
beyond scheduling a negotiation event, prc-

(continued on next page)
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ceded by ihc parties exchanging legal-style

briefs.

A Guided Choice mediator would investi

gate factors such as the following:

• What information must be exchanged?

•  Is there a requirement for the parties' exec

utives to meet before mediation? If so, what

role should the mediator play in preparing

the parties for the meeting so that it is pro

ductive for settlement purposes?

•  Is there a contractual requirement for a

Dispute Review Board (DRB)? If so, how

should it be used for settlement purposes?

•  Is there a requirement in place for an

"adjudicator"? If so, what role should that

person play in a settlement process?

• What are the legal issues and the stale of

the law on these?

- How will the lawyers inform each other

and their clients about the legal issues

that need to be resolved in court or

arbitration?

-  Do the parties wish to certify questions

for binding or non-binding decisions

by a specially selected arbitrator?

- Who will be involved in the negotia

tions for each party? Who would the

parties like to see represent the opposi

tion? Why? Will those people be physi

cally present at the negotiations? If not,

how should they participate?

Are insurers involved in any settlement

and if so how? Are there coverage is

sues? Is there separate coverage coun

sel for the parties? Should the mediator

independently 'visit' with the insurance

representative?

- Arc there 'authority problems' that the

attending party decision maker may

have? If so, how will those problems be

addressed?

- What are the important entities that

are not formally represented in the

mediation? How will they participate

in the negotiations? Examples could

include subcontractors, vendors, gov

ernmental entities. citi7.ens' groups or

other aggrieved parties.

-  Should multiple parties be broken into

groups and meet independently with

the mediator? When should those

meetings take place?

Can customized arbitration be a useful

settlement tool?

-  If impasse cannot be overcome at a

particular point in the negotiations,

are the parlies willing to begin a cus

tomized arbitration to resolve legal

or factual issues? Can this subject be

addressed during the planning of the

process design without indicating a

lack of faith in the mediation process?

(Compare the construction partner

ing process, which anticipates that the

parties will meet pre-construction to

identify problems likely to occur dur

ing the construction process and ad

dress how they will be resolved so

as not to slow the completion of the

project or cause unnecessary expense:

sec bit.ly/ltF06Je.) Would the parlies

prefer to start the dispute resolution

process with a customized arbitration

process that assures that a final award

is given by a date certain? Are the par

ties willing to commit to continue the

mediation notwithstanding the parallel

arbitration?

Where should the negotiations lake place?

In an office or in a more relaxed setting?

What is the form of the negotiation event?

- Where should any meetings occur?

Should there be public opening state-

GUIDED CHOICE DISPUTE

RESOLUTION CLAUSE

The following clause can be used as the basis

for a mediation agreement or to amend an
existingpre-dispute agreement to mediate. The

clause is neutral as to whether administration

is used or which administrator. It evidences

a commitment by the parties to begin the

mediation process as soon as practical. It also

shows the parties' commitment to continue

cooperating and exchanging information not

withstanding impasse. While the terms show a

good faith commitment to the mediation pro

cess, any party is free to terminate the media

tion for any reason and resume their litigation
or arbitration.

1. If a dispute arises out of or relates to this

contract, or the breach thereof, the par

ties agree to try in good faith to settle the

dispute as early as possible* by using a

mediator, experienced in the subject mat

ter of the dispute, to:

a. Diagnose the legal, technical and hu

man factors that have caused impasse

to settlement; and

b. Design for the parties' approval a

process to overcome obstacles to set-
dement whenever they occur.

2. In the event of an impasse at any stage

of the process, the parties shall continue

to cooperate in a good faith exchange of

information, facilitated by the mediator,

which information would be discoverable

under applicable rules of law, and that

may be useful in causing re-evaluation

of setdement positions. This informa

tion will be developed within the confi

dentiality requirements of the mediation

process.

3. Without terminating the mediation pro

cess, the parties also may agree to (1) use
an arbitrator or judge, having jurisdic

tion, to issue orders resolving substan

tive or procedural issues, and/or (2)

customize an arbitration process, pursu

ant to an existing arbitration agreement

or by submittal to arbitration to achieve

fair resolution quickly and at minimal

cost. The mediator shall facilitate those

discussions, but shall not serve as an

arbitrator.

4. Any party may give seven (7) days' notice

of termination, by fax or email, of the

mediation and proceed to litigation or

arbitration as otherwise applicable. Un

less the parties agree otherwise, all other

existing agreements for dispute resolu

tion shall remain in effect. Q

'Optionally a pre-dispute agreement could have a
requirement that the mediation must be completed
within a certain period of lime. Guided Choice
concepts intentionally omit such a requirement,
believing that timetables should be agreed to as
part of the facilitated mediation agreement.
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ments? Should ihey be positional or

invite conversation?

-  Is it likely that "nothing will happen

until 4 o'clock"? How can that be

avoided?

- What are the roles of the lawyers, the

client representatives and the experts

in making public presentations?

Will negotiation be conducted by the

mediator shuttling between parties in

separate rooms, or will negotiations be

in public?

- Can the parties meet with or without

their lawyers during the negotiation?
•  How can we anticipate and overcome an

impasse?

What is the best setting for the nego

tiation?

What are likely areas of impasse dur

ing the negotiations? What are effect

ive methods for overcoming any im

passe?

- Are apologies appropriate?

Is disagreement among experts a po

tential cause of impasse? If so. how
can differences between the experts

be identified so that they can be fac

tored into a settlement choice? Should

the experts meet before negotiations,

under the confidentiality privilege,

to discuss ways to narrow their dif

ferences?

-  Is a Dispute Review Board in place and

active? If so, under what circumstances

would questions be referred to a DRB

either on a binding or non-binding

basis?

- Are the parties committed to a con

tinued facililalcd negotiation even if

they are also pursuing arbitration or

litigation?

HOW IS THE GUIDED CHOICE

PROCESS IMPLEMENTED?

The only basic requirement for the Guided

Choice process is an agreement to mediate,

since this empowers the mediator to conduct

a confidential investigation of a broad range

of issues. Mediation will already be provided

for in a standard form construction contract,

or may be suggested by a judge, arbitrator or

agency case administrator. Any agreement to

mediate opens tbe opportunity for discussion

of why mediation in general and the Guided

Choice process in particular make sense. Con

fidential conversations with a neutral should

be valuable, even if the parties determine that

the case is not ready for mediated settlement

negotiations .it the time.

If the parlies agree to use the Guided

Choice process for the mediation, they can

simply incorporate by reference the proce

dure set out in the ConsensusDocs Guide

book, available at bit.ly/lueGYUR, regardless

of whether the underlying contracts are based

on ConsensusDocs forms.

When the AAA or ICDR is administering

a mediation, it has agreed to help the par

ties implement the Guided Choice process

if the parties ask. Also, the 2013 AAA Com

mercial Arbitration Rules require the parlies

to engage in a preliminary or concurrent

mediation in all cases where a claim or coun

terclaim exceeds $75,000, even when there

is no mediation provision in the contract

concerned, and unless there is an affirmative

opt-out {Rule 9; bit.ly/TaDmWz). Hopefully

this process will be adopted for the AAA/

ICDR Construction Rules.

AAA/ICDR mediation clauses are

included in the contracts published by the

major U.S. trade associations, including the

American Institute of Architects, Consensus

Docs, Design Build Association of America

and EJCDC. I'he parties may also agree to

mediation b}' referring to the AAA/ ICDR

in their agreement without having the case

administered by AAA/ICDR. The parties can

also place a detailed requirement to use the

principles of Guided Choice into their pre-

dispute agreement. An example of such a

clause is found in the box above.

CONCLUSION

The best mediators can achieve earlier, accept
able settlements and reduce the cost and time

of dispute resolution using widely available

techniques. The Guided Choice process sum

marizes the available tools. To achieve wide

spread use of these tools, lawyers must refocus

their practice to increase client value and

satisfaction by reaching the earliest possible

dispute resolution, (dienls who want to achieve

the earliest possible settlements should ask

their lawyers and mediators to use processes

like Guided C^hoice. In addition, mediators

should be trained to recognize the concepts of

Guided Choice. Web-based training programs

are being developed by the Guided (Choice

Dispute Resolution Interest Group. Tor the

latest developments in the Guided Choice pro

cess, visit the blog www.gcdisputeresolution

.wordpress.com. ^
(For bulk reprints of this article,

please call (201) 748-8789.)
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